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The Inner Tree of Life as a Resonant Visual 
Inner Temple for Sound Healing

Abstract: The Tree of Life has a rich lineage as a symbolic depiction of both Earthly and Cosmic 
wholeness. Through my research and a partially channeled personal Akashic records session, I 
will describe my relationship spiritually, ancestrally, geometrically, and functionally as a tool for 
my sound healing clients and as a deeply effective way of orienting our bodies to bridge Earth 
and Sky, the physical and metaphysical realities, for healing, balancing, and maintaining Sacred 
Space in sound healing.

The form of the Tree of Life that struck me as a revelation during my first trip to 

southwest England, where in a day I had learned how to drive on the British side of the road, 

navigate dozens of roundabouts, and leave London traffic for the West Country. After visiting 

Stonehenge, I took my friend Justin and myself to Glastonbury, where beautiful metaphysical 

shops lined this ancient site of power and pilgrimage. I noticed a beautiful image of a tree whose 

branches and roots meet at the outer edge of a circle:

And while I may have remembered it as old Celtic pattern popular in jewelry design, it deeply 

struck me as a symbolic pattern of wholeness, movement, and especially of the Earth realm as a 

sphere, a dynamic, seasonal being, and of the recycling of energy. This was in August 2013, and 

this image has remained with me ever since, as a powerful reminder. But what of, exactly?
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Historically, the Tree of Life comes from such ancient spiritual traditions as the World 

Tree of Northern Europe, the Near East, and pretty much all over the world.1 It has creational 

mythology associated with it, as well as tales of movement between dimensions and Earth-Sky 

connections.2

I’d then began to put together come other forms that are shaped like the Tree of Life. 

The one that’s most notable for me is the Torus field! The Tree of Life, like the Infinity symbol, 

and the torus, indicates dynamic movement from a central point and pillar to the outer edges of 

its “field”. So while it is fairly popular to use the toric field in visualization for meditation and 

healing, I have found a process by which I feel very present in Earth and Sky by specifically 

invoking the torus as a root-and-branches form when I create sacred space for sound healing 

with my clients. I even use it as a way of balancing intuitive information when I work with the 

Tarot for clients.

I use this imagery to create a structure that will function just like a tree does: to take 

knowledge-nutrition from Earth Mother through a root system while the branching-leafing 

system expands above to contact and receive Sky wisdom. When I go through this visualization 

with clients, I allow this tree to grow from the Heart Center, and I also allow them to choose the 

color and kind of light-energy they wish to create with their tree based on their own intuitive and 

spiritual makeup. The Inner Tree of Life is the gateway between the protective Quantum 

sphere’s inner and outer boundaries. It is a system known to both the body and spirit, invoking 

the Tree Beings’ wisdom as an Earth Family and a Cosmic Web as many indigenous cultures 

1 Basic helpful information can be found on the Tree of Life and World Tree on Wikipedia 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_life; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_tree).
2 For a more focused metaphysical understanding, these sources are helpful: 
https://www.merkabachakras.com/blogs/torus-vortex/tagged/tree-of-life: 
https://theawakenedoracle.com/cosmic-world-tree/; https://sacredgeometryweb.com/spirit-science-21-toroidal-
flow/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_tree
https://www.merkabachakras.com/blogs/torus-vortex/tagged/tree-of-life
https://theawakenedoracle.com/cosmic-world-tree/
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describe the Web of Creation. I also find that the Inner Tree of Life imagery helps to ground me 

to Earth Mother’s wisdom and records while I can trust in the presence of the “Cosmic 

Committee” of Oversoul and Soul Family, Guides, Guardians, and other non-physical relatives 

and assistants from the tree’s branches and leaves, which are symbolic of our many connections 

throughout the Universe and its myriad dimensions.

Interlude

What is the difference between an Inner and Outer Temple?
The one that you can sense immediately

The one that reminds you of where we came from
The one that integrates with the Soul

Some create resonant temples Earth inspired
From within the Kiva, the Womb, the Vessel
Some create upon her, integrating elements:

Stone, Wind, Water, Fire
A circle of Trees or Electric Rock

We remember these as gifts from Original Teachers
Sky Family Teachings and Ways

And since the Opening of the Christos
In the Piscean cycle and Iron Yuga

We have gone Inward, Underground
And thus the Hermit’s Temple

The Alchemist’s Lab
The High Priestess’s Vessel

Has become
The Compassionate

Courageous
Heart.

Akashic Perspective on Healing Capabilites

I recently gathered with the Teachers, Guides, and Great Family in my Akash and asked 

a few questions, because of the my unique tripartite way of creating Sacred Space: the Quantum 

Sphere for invoking Source Energy and as Source Truth “filter; the Inner Tree of Life as an 

electro-magnetic toric form based on Gaian tree forms to invoke the Earth and Sky Families; 
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and, finally, the Healing Octahedron that has been deeply present in my inner world and was 

inter-dimensionally transmitted to me in the Summer Solstice of 2010.

When I asked, “What are the Healing Templates I have to use in this lifetime?”, they 

answered briefly about my lineage, and mentioned that both my grandmothers’ lineages is where 

the healing traditions come from. After confirming my tendency to gravitate towards the 

“Feminine Mysteries” (which I associate with the circular, intuitive, and collaborative-egalitarian 

nature of my healing impulses), they mentioned “the Sacred Rite of Octahedron is a Balance 

lineage from the Mediterranean ancestry-lineage.” Afterwards, they responded specifically to the 

Tree of Life:

The Tree of Life is deeply global & cosmic; and it helps others relate to their Gaian & 
Cosmic  connections. Thus you have the Holy Trinity: the Quantum Sphere is the 
Source layer of Truth; the Tree of Life is the Gateway to us and other assistance for 
yourself and your clients’ Earth Records and “Heavenly Voices/Perspectives”; the 
Octahedron is the creation of the Healing “Space”: a Space of Perspective in Sonic 
Unfolding, a Vessel of Equalizing Wholeness, delineating from the horizontal plane the 
Four Elements and a strong pillar balancing Earth & Sky.

My final question, while not directly related to this paper, but which I sense will be of benefit for 

the larger class and community, concerns the path of my way of using sound healing. They 

replied: “You are a Sacred Syncretist. This is why you travel—your energy weaves a golden 

thread around Earth. Having various experiences is your way of authentically connecting to 

others. You have ability to hold “Neutrality” while offering the interactive facilitating power in 

healing practice.”

As a Sacred Syncretist, Sound Healing has become a path that challenges me to use my 

practices and intuition on myself. It requires a deep honesty about respecting the backgrounds 

and ancestry of my clients in a time where we must face and learn to dynamically address and, 

when possible, intend to mend and heal the soul and the karma of human sacrifice through wars 
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of empires, wars of racism, wars of ideology and conflicting sky family origins and perspectives. I 

am deeply humbled and passionate about the work my soul records and soul wisdom brings to an 

ever-growing population of sound healers. My prayer is that I may bring the fullness of my 

training, my soul light, and the grace and bounty of my earth and sky lineages to bear on the 

path I choose in this chapter of Earth’s transformation, using the unique synthesis of tools within 

and the wise counsel of those who’ve gone before me to assist in the healing and awakening of 

the sibling of the Family of Earth.


